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Welcome

The hospitality business is as fascinating as it is sophisticated and complex. It is now quite evident 

that a hotel is no longer merely a hotel, nor does its profitability rest on the same grounds or uses as in earlier 

days.

The search for a property or site, any required refurbishment and construction, suitable financing, 

feasibility analyses, product definitions, selection of operator or management, and resulting negotiation, 

day-to-day follow-up; all of them are vital aspects calling for utmost attention.

Throughout all of the above phases, it is paramount and imperative to ensure that the best decision 

possible is made, and that it is efficiently carried out –thus demanding sound expertise.

Specifically, our company operates within the scope of strategic consulting and third-party 

property management.

Servicios de Management Independiente - Hotels & Resorts is focused on rendering professional services 

for developers, owners, and hotel and resort chains located in South America.

Our primary goal is to act as facilitators oriented towards sustainingly attaining the expected 

return from your investment, by conceiving a plan focused on the middle and long term while coping with 

the risk inherent to the sector.

Because we are independent, our sole ambition is to achieve the highest possible profit from your 

investment, without deviations or distractions in pursuit of brands other than your own.

We invite you to get better acquainted with us, and will be at your disposal should you have any 

inquiry.

It will be our pleasure to attend and guide you in this complex, yet rewarding universe.

Pablo Musumeci

President
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Strategic Consulting

Our line of consulting services is conceived to offer advise on specific issues which
are vital to attain the desired objectives.

This is the foundational stage, because on its outcome will rest the progress (or lack 

thereof ) of the investment.

Precisely, our services will be directed to carry out pertinent market researches, to 

define the product and the business segment, weighting the data so gathered to 

objectify the information.

:: Market research and studies 
 (Location, offer, segment, regulations)

:: Product development
 (Concept, comprehensive proposal, architectural design)

:: Initial investment budget
 (Preliminary project, valorization, pre-opening costs, etc.)

:: Operating business analysis
 (Itemized as per areas, income and cost centers, REVPAR, ADDR)

:: Business plan 
 (Economic and financial projections, working capital analysis)

:: Management formats and typologies / network integration
 (Chain, independent management, franchise, mixed)

� 

Having defined the need to have either a brand or an external operator for the 

venture, the hard task of selecting the most suitable one begins, thereafter negotiat-

ing the necessary terms for the best fulfillment of the investment targets.

:: Definition of ideal characteristics

:: Survey, and contact with interested parties

:: Comparison of received proposals 

:: Negotiation, and selection of the most suitable proposal (fees, performance, 

 infrastructure, capex and further contractual terms and conditions)

:: Closure, opening implementation or entering into the operation
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Strategic Consulting

Nobody wants to learn belatedly about deviations, when there is nothing or little left 

to do in order to remedy them.

There are different methods to assess management performance, or the greater or 

lesser degree of fulfillment of strategic goals, and they prove most useful through the 

decision making process.

:: Services audit
 (Customer satisfaction, mystery shopper, definition of indicators, etc.)

:: Business evolution analysis
 (Follow-up of action plans, monitoring of ratios, processes, reformulations)

:: Human resources
 (Policies, payroll analysis, scouting, training plan, evaluation)

:: Facilities management
 (Budget definition concerning infrastructure maintenance, adjudication,
 provider evaluation, hiring)

:: Accounting and reporting
 (Annual budget, administration, cost policy, reports)

The finest plans may turn into major failures unless they duly take into account the 

legal environment wherein they will progress. Every aspect must be meticulously 

surveyed in order to assess possibilities and risks, maximizing advantages and 

reducing the “uncertainty zones”.

SMI – Hotels & Resorts services undertakes the analysis and definition of the business 

strategy considering the following:

:: Specific legal aspects according to the investment mode or region  

:: Applicable tax regulations

:: Labor laws and contracting patterns  

:: Protection of intellectual property
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Strategic Consulting

Financial aspects are usually critical in planning and running a business.

Worth considering are the provision of necessary resources, the balance 

between equity capital and indebtedness, and the possibility of a future capital 

stock opening; all of the aforesaid aimed at a twofold objective: an enhanced 

return on own capital, and the maximization of the brand’s value.

Our company assists the client in the following aspects:

:: Analysis of the optimal funding structure

:: Survey of external funding sources

:: Reinvestment policy and dividend distribution

:: Drafting of general or specific financial projections

:: Assistance in the drafting of the Financial Statements
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Asset Management

:: Revision of contract with operator

:: Annual budget analysis; recommendations, approval  

:: Analysis of the marketing plan, commercial plan, price policy  

:: Strategic revision of payroll contracts

:: Periodic performance and goal fulfillment monitoring

:: Specific contributions in the departments that account for a
         successful management 

:: Revision of the building’s maintenance condition 

:: Analysis of adjudication proposals for Capex  

:: Frequent interviews with GM and other responsible officials  of the brand

:: Benchmarking of the main variables 

:: Reports to owner every two months

:: Analysis of expansion or reduction possibilities as necessary
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Main tasks

We place ourselves between you and the operator of your property as your expert
representative, in order to maximize results and minimize risks through a
continuous follow-up of their performance, further suggesting alternatives and
changes in any proposed policies and actions.



Most active technical role 
of Owner

Minimize risk
Maximaze pro�t

Asset Management
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Grafically visualized, the role of the Asset Manager is to bring the vertices closer

We comprehensively engage ourselves, encompassing all the diverse aspects of the business,
with our primary aim at seeking to fulfill your business objectives, even when they are not
fully in line with those of the operator.



M&A Capital Restructuring
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On other occasions, the investment may have been backed by a sound opera-

tion and commercial policy, yet insufficient resources may have placed it in a 

critical insolvency condition. In this regard, we focus on the following phases:

:: Spotting of purchase and sale opportunities, of adequate partners,

 and design of functional relations among the parties involved in

 pursuit of the intended purpose

:: Appraisal of assets and companies under operation

:: Assistance in restructuring the commercial and financial debt

:: Due diligence 

:: Investment strategies

:: Capital structuring: balance between equity capital and debt  

:: Strategic planning and management  

:: Assistance in negotiations and closure 

Perhaps the best investment strategy is to purchase a hotel under operation or to
acquire a hotel company currently yielding a poor performance, yet having great
future potential (with the adequate policies and resources).

Turning
Point



Even when they all require the advise of organizations specifically devoted to 

these areas, from our experience we must recommend that you hire from the 

very start a company specialized in hotel management. You will thus have a 

full-scope view which will enable you to walk on steady steps saving you time 

and money, minimizing mistakes and broadening the range of problem-solving 

possibilities.

:: Strategic planning

:: Market study on the site and type of venture

:: Support on conceptual definitions

:: Feasibility analysis and financial projections

:: Analysis of financing options, search for investors, or available
 credit sources

:: Analysis of local regulations and other characteristics of the
 destination

:: Operator search, selection and negotiation

:: Collaboration with architectural and infrastructure definitions

:: Coordination in the relation among site’s owner, investors and operator

:: Institutional relations with government and private agencies relevant
 to the venture’s success
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The search for a property or site that suits the future development, as well as proper
financing solutions, applicable local regulations, and the architectural project and
subsequent construction are vital matters for the success of your investment.

 360° vision

Development



Operation

:: Human capital

:: Pricing and channels

:: Marketing and promotion

:: Procedures 

:: Management systems

:: Equipment 

:: Food & Beverages

Management is performed in the name and stead of the owner company, 

which is thus released from the daily burden safeguarded by our expertise and 

know-how.

Because we do not represent any brand and have no commercial brand of our 

own, we may consistently incorporate your estate into a franchise, which in 

most cases requires out-sourced management.

We embrace every aspect of the operational business (marketing, sales, HH.RR., 

purchases, Food & Beverages, maintenance and management), issuing monthly 

reports to follow up the main variables, further proposing an annual budget to 

be submitted for your approval. 
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Start up

Comprehensive
management

Whether you decide to carry out your venture with your own management –still
needing operative assistance in its start-up phase–, or would rather entrust our
company with all of its management aspects, or would like to virtually avoid
absolutely the operative risk of the business, we can help you on the following:



Operation

Although in this assumption we also engage in daily management, the funda-

mental difference lies in the fact that we do son on our own behalf, assuming 

the operative risk of the business.

Every decision related to the operation, including the possibility to incorporate 

the property into a franchise, will rest exclusively on us, unless expressly 

excluded under the concession agreement.

Operative maintenance shall be borne by us, while structural maintenance shall 

be funded by the owner.

The canon to be paid may be variable on sales, fixed or mixed, according to 

business attributes.
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Team
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To provide our clients with efficient advise, developing strategies and action 

plans aimed at meeting their goals and expectations on investment return, in 

an effort to maximize the properties’ operating profitability as well as the value 

of the assets involved.

 

We make a homogenous, ductile and interdisciplinary team which upholds 

empowerment and the assumption of leading roles.

We perform our analyses and strategic planning relying on a systemic, reflexive 

and open approach.

We are agile, pro-active and aggressive in implementing courses of action, 

particularly as regards marketing and sales.

We are strict administrators, because we are well aware of the impact caused by 

a weak or careless administration on the final outcome.

We are methodic in following up budgets, and use a wide range of crossed 

reports and ratios that enable us to assess management evolution.

We are bonded together, among other things, by our shared passion towards 

the “art” of service –each contact being an opportunity–, conceived as one of 

the underlying pillars to seek profitability sustained over time.

SMI – Hotels & Resorts is made up of a sound group of professionals skilled with
thorough knowledge in the industries of hotel management and hospitality,
resulting from their experience after having worked together for over two decades
in the field.

About Us

Mission
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 is long-standing connection with the hospitality business is nurtured by

  diverse experiences, interweaved by a common thread: the need for a

  positive conduction based on leading by example.

He was founding partner of BDN S.A., a company committed to hotel operations in 

ski resorts, with a long and fruitful history in hotel management at Valle de Las 

Leñas. He managed at length the top-rank hotels at Valle de Las Leñas –Piscis and 

Escorpio–, which soon became icons within the valley, as well as throughout the 

hotel and tourism management industry, having earned significant national and 

international recognition (including the  World Travel Award) 

Mr. Musumeci founded the first campus on hotel management and gastronomy in 

Argentina, a theoretical and practical summer school intended to teach medium 

and senior ranks, which received the support of the government of Mendoza and 

earned recognition from the leading hotel management schools.

For over 15 years under his leadership, the company managed to overcome 

significant difficulties faced by tourism and hotel management, always achieving 

an economic performance well above the average.

He is a member of the group of Antiguos at the IAE (Institute of Higher Studies), 

and takes active part in the main specialty forums of the industry.

He has directly assisted in the analysis of varied kinds of hotel ventures, and has 

provided personal advise to several well-know establishments, maintaining a fluid 

relation and communication with the leading international chains present in our 

region.

He holds a simple yet exacting business view: “To be critical in prior analysis, to 

make up the best possible team, to exceed the guests’ expectations, to endorse an 

aggressive commercial policy, and to administer with austerity”.

Pablo Musumeci 
President and Partner

pablom@smihr.com.ar

H

Team
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r. Podetti approached the tourism industry from an early age, later joining 

Badino Turismo to take part in the creation and development of the 

foremost brand within the ski and outdoors niche. Throughout his 20 

years with the company, he played diverse operational, administrative and commer-

cial roles, until he became general manager and then president of the company.

During the same stage, he was in charge of the marketing and sales policies of BDN 

S.A., a company engaged in hotel concession at ski resorts (Piscis and Escorpio at 

Valle de las Leñas, and Le Chatelet at Chapelco).

He assisted in the commercial management that the group undertook for Valle de 

Las Leñas, which successfully closed with the resort’s turnaround in 1995.

He was founder and president of Food & Beverage Investments, the company which 

among other things purchased and ran the restaurant Lola at the Recoleta district, 

up to its eventual sale.  

He was and is a member of varied organizations within the industry, in which he 

actively acts in pursuit of growth in the activity (Aviabue, AAVYT, Destino Argentina, 

Cámara de Centros de Esquí –ski resorts association–, Ministry of Tourism of 

Argentina, etc.).

He is an active member of IAGTO (international association gathering golf sites and 

tour operators).

All throughout his wide-ranging career, he has visited the main tourism fairs and 

implemented several joint promotion plans, further linking means of payment to 

the government and private sectors (Visa latam).

He has a far-reaching knowledge of tourism marketing, and has wrought a fluid 

contact network among hotel management, airlines, and varied service providers in 

the tourism business –specially, Argentine and foreign tour operators, hotel mana-

gers and public officials within the tourism sector.

MIgnacio Podetti
Director and Partner

ignaciop@smihr.com.ar

Team
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n economist by profession, he has taught as university professor for over a 

decade in the areas of finance and microeconomics, and has acted in 

different sectors (primary, industrial, and services).

Mr. Podetti has been involved in launching ventures, focused primarily on the 

development of a business plan, the analysis of the legal and tax frameworks, and 

the funding strategy.  He was mostly engaged in the management and governing 

bodies of those ventures, holding administrative, financial and legal affairs roles.

He has specialized in the areas of corporate finances, assisting companies in M&A 

processes, assessing company value, devising investment and divestment strategies, 

and conducting debt restructuring processes. 

He has undertaken the transitory management of companies going mainly through 

start-up or crisis situations.

Since the beginning of his professional career, Mr. Podetti has been involved in the 

hospitality industry. He is a pioneer in timeshare property in Argentina, and has 

been director with Badino Turismo and BDN.

In his capacity as consultant through Quoin de Inversiones y Negocios, as well as an 

independent consultant, he has taken part in the analysis and development of 

several ventures in hotel management and tourism, oriented towards the public 

and private sectors.

AMartín Podetti
Senior Consultant

martinp@smihr.com.ar
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Apart from a vigorous and varied curricular training, her primary experience 

in Human Resources stems from direct management: over 15 years, Mrs. 

Varas has held positions related to scouting, training, instruction and conduction of 

work teams within hotel management and gastronomy.

Her sound experience on internship incorporation has earned her particular 

recognition from top rank hotel management schools (USAL, UTN, La Suisse, IBHARS, 

Cencap, Instituto Superior Perito Moreno).

During the last decade, she has personally interviewed hundreds of people all over 

the country, thus developing a special talent to identify the present while grasping 

tomorrow’s promises.

Fully-effective empowerment and coaching are found in her tool kit, and Mrs. Varas 

has successfully applied them throughout her career, which includes the following 

roles:

:: Human Resources Management, BDN S.A. 

:: Service Manager, Hotel Piscis, Valle de Las Leñas 

:: General Manager, Hotel Escorpio, Valle de Las Leñas 

:: Director, Comprehensive Campus for Hotel Management and
 Gastronomy Industry 

:: Professor in Tourism and Hotel Management at Universidad del Salvador

AM.Cecilia Varas
Senior Consultant

ceciliav@smihr.com.ar

Team
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:: Feasibility analysis and operation alternatives prior to the sale of the 

Four Seasons Carmelo hotel, Uruguay, for Real Assets S.A. 

:: Business Plan and market studies for the implementation of a thematic 

park and diverse thermal hotel developments at municipal premises 

flanked by the city of Salto, Uruguay, given in concession to the company 

Temática Guaraní S.A.  

:: Strategic definitions and introduction trip of the province of Misiones 

at the AFCI filming locations show, Los Angeles, USA 

:: Analysis of economic variables in general, quality variables and propo-

sals for necessary improvements for Estancia Cristina S.A. , Los Glaciares 

National Park, Calafate, Santa Cruz, Argentina

:: Asset management for the new owner of the Four Seasons Carmelo 

hotel, Uruguay 

:: Drafting of tourism master plan jointly with Proyecto Experience for 

the lands of Alto Paraná S.A. in the Iguazú region of the province of 

Misiones

:: Drafting of bidding conditions, search for foreign offering parties and 

negotiation, with the aim at establishing luxury eco lodges within the 

private natural reserve San Jorge for Alto Paraná S.A. (area of the Iguazú 

Falls, province of Misiones, Argentina) 

Several of our clients would rather keep their inquiries in strict confidence; thus,
for reference purposes, we provide some of the most relevant direct interventions
of SMI – Hotels & Resorts

References
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:: Submittal of different hotel projects in varied international forums for 

their execution in Puerto Iguazú (a 600-hectare area), on behalf of the 

province of Misiones 

:: Development, jointly with APSA, the government of Misiones and Real 

Assets S.A., of a real estate venture towards creating a new pole for 

tourist attractions, thematic parks, resorts and convention center at 

the shore of lake Urugua-í, Iguazú, province of Misiones, Argentina

:: Readjustment of communication strategy and submittal of projects to 

attain unity in the search for tourism investors of the Ministry of 

Tourism of Argentina (Dubai, May 2012, and Asunción del Paraguay, 

June 2012)

:: Feasibility analysis and start-up for Casa de Uco Wine Lodge, Uco 

valley, province of Mendoza, Argentina

:: Advise on development, brand selection and negotiation regarding 

the Hilton Tucumán hotel, San Miguel de Tucumán, province of 

Tucumán, Argentina, for Vizora S.A.

:: Asset Management for the Hilton Tucumán hotel, San Miguel de 

Tucumán, province of Tucumán, Argentina, for Vizora S.A.

:: Market Study of Iguazu Destination to be used for potential investors. 

Province of Misiones Government. 

:: Negotation and Implementation of membership to Relais Chateaux
      for Narbona Wine Lodge - Carmelo, Uruguay. 

::    Asset Management for the Howard Jhonson Carilo, Madariaga, Province 
      of Buenos Aires, Argentina, for the Trust.
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